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About Fuse directors
Fuse Directors is a collective of directors represented by Exod-Us. Based in Paris
Fuse offers full preproduction, production, and postproduction services for live
action and CG advertising. Its core members include Mathieu Gerard and Laurent
Ckris, and the team gathers additional artists and resources as needed on a per
project basis.

How did you come up with the concept
“Revealed by the sun?”
The main inspiration came from shadow art, and the concept was influenced by the
work of Kumi Yamashita. We wanted the film to focus on the materials, shapes, and
their interaction with moving light. It’s more of a mood film than a descriptive piece,
which is why we chose to reveal the Audi logo at the very end.
At first, we thought about animating elements from a variety of modern sculptures to
form the main sculpture, almost as if it were a living creature attracting car pieces.
But we reconsidered because we felt the idea was too abstract, and we were aiming
for a higher degree of realism.
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For the sculpture we first created the final projected shadow of the Audi R8 Spyder.
To achieve this, we used a mix of toon rendering, outlines, and simplified shadows that
we combined in Photoshop. That helped us shape the overall profile. Working with our
lead modeler, Nelson Dos Santos, we decided the sculpture should have a more organic
feel and less aggressive look. We tried several combinations of mechanical elements,
instanced pieces along curves, and progressively included them in the final piece.

How large was the team for the project?
Laurent and I worked on preproduction, direction and artistic direction. Then,
Nelson joined us to complete the modeling and textures. I was in charge of all other
CG aspects for about eight to nine months.
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Watch the “Perfect Shadow - spec ad”

What were some of the challenges on
the project?
The most challenging part was to build a credible revelation of the car shadow and to
have a consistent progression of daylight throughout the film. I spent quite a bit of time
in After Effects generating a “fake” moving shadow separate from the real ones created
by the individual car parts.
The second challenge was achieving photorealism. To do this, I lit the set using area
lights and IES lights. Then, for GI bounces I used a simple bluish ramp as a GI
environment, and I used a directional light for the sunlight. For materials I tweaked
the painted textures with some 3d procedurals to give extra details and added color
variations to break up any uniformity.
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Watch the making of “Audi Perfect Shadow”

What V-Ray features did you find most
helpful?
Using V-Ray’s physically-based materials and rendering settings were the most
important features for me, and in the end it really helped create the final look and the
quality I was after. V-Ray offers fast GI solutions, and having acces to all of the render
elements was great for compositing. We actually did’t end up using V-Ray proxies on
this production, but I think we could have reduced our rendertimes and increased
memory performance even more if we had, so that’s something I will take into account
on future productions.
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